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INTRODUCTION

The vaccines produced by AstraZeneca and

Johnson & Johnson (J&J) are so-called "vector

vaccines ." Vaccines of this type are made by

inserting the SARS-CoV-2 spike glycoprotein

gene into the adenovirus genome , which

serves as a vector (carrier , supplier). The

vaccine works by , after application , the

adenovirus enters human cells and delivers

genetic information for the spike glycoprotein

SARS-CoV-2 . When spike glycoprotein is

synthesizing in a vaccinated person , the

immune system responds and triggers an

immune response (production of neutralizing

antibodies and cellular immune response).1

These two vaccines , despite their identical

formulation and type , had different relevance

in the observed region . In Bosnia and

Herzegovina , Montenegro and Serbia , the

AstraZeneca vaccine was one of the most

frequently mentioned topics on the main

pages observed . 

1 .IZJZV , http ://www .izjzv .org .rs/uploads/4202f1e1-4a2a-d162-

ac59-9a098baf4180/Vakcine%20COVID-19 .pdf 

This report will deal with the posts of the 20

most popular Facebook pages from the three

countries on AstraZeneca and

Johnson&Johnson vaccines . After analyzing the

sentiment of reporting and narratives about

these two vaccines , we noticed significant

similarities and relevant differences . Both

vaccines met with identical negative

portrayals , but some variations in positive

reports are suitable to mention .

http://www.izjzv.org.rs/uploads/4202f1e1-4a2a-d162-ac59-9a098baf4180/Vakcine%20COVID-19.pdf


METHODOLOGY

Using Pulsar monitoring tool , our team

monitored 20 most popular Facebook pages

per monitored country as well as 4 hand-

selected popular fringe pages .2

In addition , we used 28 different tags to make

it easier to sort the posts by the tone and

message that each post carries with it . The

tags included a positive or negative sentiment

about each specific vaccine (for example ,

ProAZ and AntiAZ), a positive or negative

sentiment about world powers (for example ,

Pro-Russia and Anti-Russia), a positive or

negative tone about the vaccination itself

(ProVax and AntiVax) and the relevance of the

post for research topic

(important/unimportant).

2 Bolja Bosna , Dnevni avaz , Al Jazeera Balkans , Logično , Klix .ba , Bljesak .info , N1

Bosna i Hercegovina , BUKA , Dnevnik .ba , Tuzlanski .ba , ИСКРА , Radio Sarajevo ,

USN .ba , Oslobodjenje , Radio Slobodna Evropa , RTRS vijesti , CRNA Hronika BIH ,

STAV , Glas Amerike - Studio Washington , BN Portal , Hayat .ba , Vijesti , Kolumne

Net , Vijesti iz Bijelog Polja , RTCG Portal , CDM Portal , Volim Podgoricu , Aktuelno ,

Borba .me , Pljevaljski Portal , Portal Antena M , Glas Amerike - Otvoreni studio ,

FOS Media , kodex .me , Pobjeda , Radio-Televizija Nikšić , Glas Crnogoraca , Portal

Analitika , Pcnen , M .News World - Объективные Новости , MONDO Crna Gora ,

Српске новине ЦГ , Sputnik Срби�a , Blic , Nova .rs , N1 Srbija , NOIZZ .rs , Pravo na

izbor , Srbija Danas , Južne vesti , Kurir , NIN , B92 , Danas , Telegraf , ALO ! DNEVNE

NOVINE , Direktno .rs , Serbian Times , PRVA , Politika , Insajder , Radio 021 Novi Sad

92 ,2 MHz , Večernje Novosti i VAKCINE - zašto im kažemo NE?.

Manufacturers of these vaccines delivered

hundreds of thousands of vaccines to the

observed three countries and , because of this ,

appeared in 2000 posts on the Facebook

pages we observed . On the other hand , the

vaccine produced by J&J did not show such a

degree of relevance . Only a little more than

400 posts that we observed had this vaccine

mentioned . We assume that the lack of

availability of the J&J vaccine in the observed

region affected fewer news cycles with it as a

topic .



During the monitored period , from the

beginning of January to the end of June , 2105

posts mentioned the Astrazeneca vaccine ,

while J&J was present in a much smaller

number , out of only 421 mentions .

The two vector vaccines together from January

1 to the end of June made up a relevant

number of posts on vaccination . Moreover , the

different narratives about both vaccines were

worth analyzing , as they were very similar in

structure and topos , although their tone

differed .

Therefore , we conducted a qualitative analysis

of the content of posts in which vaccines are

mentioned in a positive , negative , and neutral

tone . The goal was to determine the dominant

narratives through which these sentiments are

expressed and conclude . We choose Critical

discourse analysis (CAD) as the primary

research method for the historical-discursive

approach (IDP). Using the KDA qualitative

research method , the narratives are

contextualized in the given political

circumstances , taking a particular historical

context into account .

In IDP , it is crucial to determine how language

practices and linguistics promote and

reproduce a specific ideological view of the

world through various social institutions . We

choose a Critical security theory as a broader

theoretical framework , most often related to

the Copenhagen School of Security Studies .

The advantage of this theory over others is its

subjective and immaterial character : the

notion of security is not seen as a reflection of

material factors but as a perception of

security . 



According to the theory of securitization , a

particular phenomenon becomes a security

threat if it is presented as such by legitimate

institutions and figures through the act of

speech and if the target audience believes

that it is a threat .

 

If a sufficient number of people build a

subjective feeling that something is a threat ,

that phenomenon becomes an objective

threat . Even if the danger does not exist ,

people will act as if it exists , and therefore the

consequences will be the same . In this case ,

we will show how vaccination is securitized

through narratives about the safety and

reliability of individual vaccines and

vaccination as such . In narratives with a

positive tone , the virus is presented as a

security threat that can only be prevented by

vaccination . In contrast , in narratives with a

negative sentiment , the vaccine itself is given

as a threat and danger to public and

individual health .

On the following pages , you can read the

quantitative and qualitative results of the

analysis of posts of the most influential

Facebook pages in Bosnia and Herzegovina ,

Montenegro , and Serbia , which mention

vaccines produced by AstraZeneca and

Johnson & Johnson in the period from January

1 to June 30 , 2021 . The results can be a

valuable indicator of the central narratives of

these two vaccines during the peak

vaccination period in the observed region .



S E N T I M E N T

Posts in which pages mentioned one of the two vaccines were
most often neutral, or pages mentioned the vaccine without a
significant role in the article itself. As for the vaccines produced
by AstraZeneca, as many as 41.3% of the posts were neutral or
irrelevant for analysis. This group of posts in general had news
that relied on the reporting of data on the number of vaccines
given and received, unbiased reviews, and reports that
mentioned the vaccine without significance in the post (the
posts were essentially on other topics).

Other*

41.3%

ProAZ

35.4%

AntiAZ

23.3%

*news that relied on the reporting of data on
the number of vaccines given and received,
unbiased reviews, and reports that mentioned
the vaccine without significance in the post
(the posts were essentially on other topics).

A higher share of less important posts was also observed in the
J&J vaccine news statistics. Even the news about this vaccine
was either neutral or irrelevant to our analysis. Due to lower
interest in this vaccine, probably because it was not available in
any of the three countries, the posts mostly contained basic
information transmitted from international news agencies. As
such, it was usually not a polarizing issue, although it had
sufficient relevance in terms of the number of mentions.

Other*

73.4%

ProJJ

19.2%

AntiJJ

7.4%



Regarding the positive and negative posts on the observed
pages, a significant number of negative contents can be
noticed, especially on the reliability of the vaccine produced by
AstraZeneca. Almost every fourth post had a negative
connotation about this vaccine. That number of negative news
was distinctly present in February and March, while the number
was gradually declining by June. Negative information is most
often related to doubts about the safety of this vaccine for use
in people of different ages, withdrawal of the vaccine from the
use by various countries, conflicts between AstraZeneca and
the European Union over the number of vaccines delivered, and
news related to problems with people with blood clots after
vaccinations.

The J&J vaccine had identical negative news but in a
significantly smaller share and number. In the case of this
vaccine, that number of negative sentiments was below every
tenth, precisely 7.4%. Among the posts that had negative
sentiment, there was also news with a problem with clots,
temporary withdrawal from use in several cases, delivery of
doses below expectations, and some doubts about its safety.

Interestingly, despite the presence of a relevant number of total
negative posts, both vaccines were rarely the subject of fringe
media in a negative context. For every 100 posts about the
AstraZeneca vaccine, only every hundred had an anti-vaccine
tone (1.3%). In the case of the J&J vaccine, there were only a few
posts (often together with AstraZeneca in the context of blood
clots). On the other hand, AstraZeneca was mentioned in more
than 50% of the posts with the pro-vaccination context.

Neutral/No comment

54.9%

ProVax

43.8%

AntiVax

1.3%



As for positive posts , AstraZeneca had a significant

number of them , and over a third of them wrote

affirmatively about this vaccine (35 .4%). These posts

most often praised its efficiency , reposted

statements by experts and various organizations

that it was safe , conveyed to world leaders who

were vaccinated with it , and gave space to the

company 's representatives to present the positive

aspects of their product . 

In the case of J&J , about a fifth of the news was

positive (19 .2%) and most often related to praising

its effectiveness , the fact that only one dose is given

in its case , and the transmission of expert

statements that it is safe and recommended .

When we look only at the tone of the news about

these two vector vaccines , we can say that the

general impression is that influential Facebook

pages wrote about them mostly neutrally or

positively , but with a negligible share of negative

news in specific periods . Also , they were not

attractive for anti-vaccination disinformation and

posts . The tone in the case of AstraZeneca was

significantly more negative than in the posts

mentioning the J&J vaccine .



NARRATIVES

As for the narratives related to both vaccines ,

both AstraZeneca and J&J , the dominant

narratives had a "securitizing" message as the

main one . Narratives on both vaccines had a

similar structure . The posts in which pages

mentioned these two vaccines had the

purpose of protecting human safety as their

central message . However , this message

differed from the tone of the news .

In positive posts , the main narrative was to

present the vaccine as a way for people to

ensure their health and save themselves from

the COVID-19 virus presented as the primary

existential threat . It is often presented through

the "savior" topos , which appears as a way out

of the pandemic , presented as a critical threat

to the quality of human life and often even

survival . 

There was also an "urgency" topos , a call to

remove the threat as soon as possible with

vaccination . In this context , AstraZeneca is

often presented as a "cheap and available

vaccine" or Johnson & Johnson as a vaccine

that requires only one dose and does not

require waiting for another .



Along with AstraZeneca , the topos of

"authority" were often used , referring to the

University of Oxford as a respected institution

whose experts are behind the patenting of this

vaccine . In addition , other recognized

authorities , such as international health

institutions (WHO , EMA), recognized experts in

health science (epidemiologists , Anthony

Fauci , and others), and politicians who have

been vaccinated with this particular vaccine

were used to confirm its safety (For example ,

Boris Johnson , Angela Merkel , Justin Trudeau ,

Dritan Abazovic , and others), as well as various

famous doctors (mainly present in BiH and

Montenegro). Numerical percentage

expressions (such as the effectiveness of

protection or protection against more severe

clinical conditions) are most often used to

confirm efficacy .



The largest share of positive narratives about

AstraZeneca came from the World Health

Organization and the countries of the Western

Balkans region . As far as the Johnson &

Johnson vaccine is concerned , that number of

positive narratives was most often present

through the reporting of news from the USA .

On the other hand , a positive report about the

Astrazeneca vaccine came from both the

United Kingdom and Prime Minister Boris

Johnson , even during crises with clot

problems .

On the other hand , negative narratives about

both vaccines (especially Astrazeneca)

dominated in February and March . The first

negative narratives appeared at the end of

January , on the conflict between the European

Union and AstraZeneca , related to the non-

delivery of the promised number of doses . This

type of negative news used the topos of

urgency in a negative connotation .



Vaccination was presented as a critical process

to stop the existential threat (COVID-19).

AstraZeneca was presented as a brake on that

process due to delivery inefficiency and delivery

of smaller doses than promised . Thus , the actions

of the company AstraZeneca in this negative

narrative are indirectly presented as dangerous

for the safety of European citizens . This narrative

was often supplemented by the fact that

AstraZeneca endangered the dynamics of

vaccination at the level of the entire European

Union . In addition , this narrative was often

accompanied by pro-Russian narratives . They

promoted the Russian vaccine Sputnik-V through

the topos of the "savior" of the European Union

from the "shortage of vaccines ." The Facebook

page of the "Politika" newspaper from Serbia was

in the lead in this .

Another negative narrative related to both

vaccines , especially AstraZeneca , was the issue

of blood clots/thrombosis . The European Union

and its member states have questioned the

safety of AstraZeneca for human health and

have also used a securitizing narrative against

this vaccine . As a result , several countries have

temporarily suspended its use (Germany , Italy ,

Denmark , the Netherlands , Ireland , South

Korea , South Africa , Bosnia and Herzegovina ,

and others) to prevent blood clots in

vaccinated people .

Sometimes these suspensions referred to the

total population , sometimes only to older

citizens (German example), and sometimes

only to young people . Temporary bans by

states , negative statements by European

leaders , the changing opinion of the EMA on

the vaccine 's safety further strengthened the

negative European narrative about

AstraZeneca through these authorities , which

confirmed the main previously stated theses .





This narrative was further reinforced by various

news from different European countries about

people who suffered the negative

consequences of vaccination with Astrazeneca

vaccines and J&J due to blood clots . In several

posts , the death of those vaccinated in various

European countries was also present in the

form of a warning . The most significant of

them was the death of the famous British

journalist Lisa Shaw , which gave the deaths

mentioned above a striking personification .

However , the number of these posts became

marginal overtime when the narrative about

the AstraZeneca vaccine as a threat to human

security diminished the general presence .



These narratives were not present in the news

posted from Bosnia and Herzegovina ,

Montenegro , or Serbia . In Serbia , the report

about Astrazeneka was primarily neutral , with

key experts from the crisis headquarters and

outside the crisis headquarters assuring

people that the vaccine was safe . Also , there

was no news about blood clots and deaths due

to this phenomenon in Serbia , so the narrative

about AstraZeneca as an unsafe vaccine

usually came from posts with information

transmitted from the European media . In

Bosnia and Herzegovina or Montenegro ,

Astrazeneka was treated less positively , but

positive narratives about the vaccine were

generally dominant in posts broadcasting

domestic news .

Fringe Facebook pages that were the most

common source of anti-vaccination narratives

did not notably include Astrazeneca or J&J in

their posts . Most often , fringe pages used

examples of deaths from blood clots to

confirm their general negative narratives

about vaccination as a threat . In addition ,

these sites focused more on mRNA vaccines ,

such as Pfizer and Moderna , for their

securitizing negative narratives about

immunization . However , more negative reports

in the fringe media were related to the

vaccine produced by AstraZeneca than to the

Johnson & Johnson vaccine , which appeared in

only a few anti-vaccination posts .



CONCLUSION

When analyzing the narratives and tone of the

posts from the beginning of January to the

end of June in the selected most influential

pages , we can notice identical patterns and

regularities . Influential Facebook pages most

often mentioned both vaccines in a neutral

tone . At the same time , with positive posts , a

visible share of negative posts is noticed ,

especially in the period from the end of

January to the end of March . Although based

on similar technology , AstraZeneca has been a

more common topic of antagonistic narratives

than the Johnson & Johnson vaccine . On the

other hand , anti-vaccination posts about the

AstraZeneca vaccine and Johnson and

Johnson mainly were marginal .

As far as narratives are concerned , both positive

and negative reports were present , and both

were based on a "securitizing message". The

positives were most often related to the use of

the vaccine as the primary way to preserve

human safety and get out of the COVID-19 crisis ,

presented as the direct existential threat .

Negative narratives used the same message but

were against the AstraZeneca vaccine (and

Johnson & Johnson). It has been suggested by

various relevant authorities as insecure or as a

threat to human health (safety), most often due

to the occurrence of blood clots/thrombosis .

Negative narratives about AstraZeneca and

Johnson and Johnson vaccines were more

present in the mainstream media in February

and March than in the fringe media .



The issue of blood clotting problems and

people dying after vaccination (especially the

AstraZeneca vaccine) most often provided

material for negative narratives . They were also

strengthened by the temporary suspensions of

the use of this vaccine by various countries . On

the other hand , positive reports about this

vaccine were often defensive to skepticism

from multiple authorities , such as

international organizations or state

institutions .

However , regardless of the intensity of the

posts with negative narratives , positive

narratives and neutral informative posts

represented the majority . Negative portrayals

started to subside in the posts from the

beginning of April , and by June , they became

a somewhat rarer phenomenon .

In conclusion , it can be said that the

AstraZeneca and Johnson and Johnson vector

vaccines had a relatively positive to neutral

transmission on the most popular pages from

January to June . However , the negative

narratives were quite relevant at times .
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